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Abstract
This article provides information on economist Lucien Albert Hahn's influence on economics, and highlights similarity between Hahn and A.W. Phillips. Hahn's work was, in some important circles, fairly central to what Gottfried Haberler called the last great debate on inflation in the 1950s. The great debate in the 1970s was over the Phillips curve trade-off; in the 1950s, economist Sumner H. Slichter advocated the proposition that creeping inflation could be permanently tolerated. The context was the Delphic Oracular quality of the 1946 U.S. Employment Act, and the apparent incompatibility of the pursuit of full employment with price stability. Hahn was said to believe that reductions in demand that occur as the economy rids itself of maladjustments can lead to disequilibrating declines in income by causing the demand for speculative money balances to increase. He called this a deflationary depression. But the monetarist mechanism is an equilibrating story whereby the macrosystem can only move along an S-shaped trajectory, in inflation-unemployment space. Along the top half of the S, a Keynesian fall in the price of money can be temporary. Along the bottom half of the S, a monetarist rise in the price of money will dissipate itself by inducing self-destructing delusions about inflationary expectations.
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As one would expect it is the economic professors you may have had if you attended a top institution for your undergraduate studies or graduate studies. Let us consider the evolution of the economic field from the time economics became a discipline of behavioral science in the late 1800's. To return to the earlier point that was made regarding a lack of external influence of opinion within the insular field of economics. If there is little interdisciplinary influence then, economic opinion (research) could actually become destructive or ineffective in some areas. This could be the case if individuals from varying disciplines cannot offer input from a position of knowledge regarding other backgrounds. Cover Image Credit: tuftsalumni.org. Keep Reading.